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Editor’s Closing Comments

My warm thanks to Professor Padraig O’Malley, editor of the journal and my valued colleague in the Centre for the Resolution of Intractable Conflict in Oxford University. His adventurous, generous spirit welcomed my proposal to invite an exceptional group of public actors to speak from experience about a city’s transformations and intractable tensions following its worst crisis. Voices of wisdom from life in the arena do not usually find a hearing in academic journals. Professor O’Malley has offered one here.

Finally, I must express my sincere appreciation to Debby Smith and Nancy Riordan, whose editorial expertise and relentless kindness to a sometimes frazzled editor won’t be forgotten.

It is a privilege to have a hand in memorializing the public work of the authors in these pages. There are others, equally worthy of recognition, whose names do not appear.

Michael Cowan